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Getting Started with the Bruker AXS
1. Open GADDS

•

Click “Yes” to set the generator to the
appropriate settings. Typical power
settings for the x-ray tubes are as
follows:
– For Co source
• 40 kV and 35 mA
– For Cu source
• 45 kV and 40 mA

Note: The x-ray optics are aligned for a specific
power. DO NOT run scans at a higher or lower
power than that specified by the machine.
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2. If the current project is not yours you’ll need to switch projects.
a. To select a project:
I.
II.

Click “Project” and then “Switch”
Select the appropriate project from the list

Current Project

Descriptions will
appear at the bottom.
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b. If your project is not on the list, then you will need to create a new
project. If you have created a project before, but it does not
appear on the list, then you will have to load your project in the
list.
Note: You DO NOT have to create a new project for each sample you run. It
will be easiest if you create a project for you and run all of your samples under
your ONE project.

c. To manually load a project:
I.
II.

Click “Project” then “Load”
Click the “…” button to open the file explorer. The file extension for
GADDS projects is “._nc”, and this file must be in your project folder.

III.

Once the project is selected, it will automatically load in
to the project list and become the current project.
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d. To create a new project:
I. Click “Project” and then “New”
II. Enter the appropriate information. The project will be
displayed as “Sample Name”, “Sample Number” =
“Working Directory”
1. The sample name cannot contain any nonalphanumeric characters or spaces.
2. The “Sample Information” will not be displayed
anywhere in the frame.

III. Once all of the information has been entered select “OK”
IV. A series of pop-up boxes will appear. Select “Yes” or “OK” to all of
these.
V. The project you just created should be listed as the current project.
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3. Now, load your sample in to the machine. The doors are locked by default. To open the doors press the green “Open
Door” button on the read column. Once the button is pushed you will hear an audible click and see the red “Alarm”
light flash. The doors will remain unlocked for five seconds after you push the button.
4. While the doors are unlocked, pull the black handles on the doors towards you. Then CAREFULLY slide the doors
away from you, allowing access to the quarter cradle stage.
5. Load your sample using the appropriate stage, holder, or combination of stages and plates.
The instrument has limited movement in the Z axis. To get around this there are multiple
plates that can be added or removed form the stage to accommodate samples of varying
heights.
6. To help secure the stage and it’s components, use screws in at least two corners and tighten
them until they are snug.
Note: You do not have to tighten
the screws very much. Only get
them snug, as over tightening
them can strip the screws.
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7. Once your sample has been loaded on to the Xray platform, you will need to adjust the height
of the stage to align your sample with the X-ray
beam.
a. Click on the “Video” software on the
desktop
b. Turn on the laser
I. In GADDS, select “Collect”, then
“Goniometer”, and then “Manual”
II. A pop-up box will appear entitled
“Options for Collect Goniometer
Manual”. Ignore this box and select
“OK”
III. Push the “L” key on the keyboard to
turn on the laser
Will appear when
the laser in ON
Keyboard
Commands
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c. Your video screen should look something like this.
d. To align the sample, adjust the Z-axis until the laser is centered on the cross hairs. It is important to note that the
limits of the Z-axis are -1.1 to 3 millimeters. If you cannot see the laser in the video software within this range you
will need to manually adjust the stage, either through the addition or removal of plates or adjusting the aluminum
stub samples are situated upon.
e. To align the stage you will use the Keypad:
Keypad Commands
1) [DRVC] – Drive control, for typing in specific coordinates to move the
stage.
* Axis #, 2, position (e.g. 7,2,1 moves the Z axis to the 1mm position
2) [Shift]+[F1/DRVC] – Individual axis control using the up and down
arrows on the keypad
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Drives (Axis #)
Range
Theta1 (Source)
10º-65º
Theta2 (Detector)
10º-55º
Phi (rotation around Z) 360º
Chi (tilt)
90º-2º
X
+40mm to -40mm
Y
+40mm to -40mm
Z
+3mm to -1mm
Camera Zoom (DO NOT USE)

f. Once you have aligned the sample, the laser should appear in the
center of the crosshairs as shown to the left
g. Close the Video program
h. Push “L” on the keyboard to turn off the laser, and “ESC” to exit
Manual Mode. You are now ready to run your sample.
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1.

Running ϴ – 2ϴ Scan

Before you start this procedure, ensure that your sample is properly mounted and aligned.

***It should be noted that these types of scans, while easy on most x-ray systems, can prove to be difficult on this system. Care must be used when
generating full scans, as to avoid mistakes that can give false relative intensities. See Rob Holler if you are having trouble collecting good x-ray data.
Also, if you wish to run a sample that has a single crystal substrate, you MUST see Rob Holler to get additional training. Single crystals generate VERY
INTENSE spots that WILL damage the detector if the proper procedure is not followed.

2.

This machine can collect an x-ray scan from ~12 degrees to ~130 degrees. If your scan needs to incorporate angles less than 12 or
greater than 130 degrees, you MUST use another machine. Lower angles can damage the detector VERY EASILY.
It should be noted that while the x-ray machine can create an x-ray scan from 10 degrees to 130 degrees, it must be done in several sections and then
those sections must be “pieced” together to get the whole scan. This is why full, high-quality x-ray scans can be difficult to achieve in this machine.
Below is a procedure to determine the number of frames and appropriate angles used to collect all the pieces of the full scan. I will then discuss how to
piece the scan together and common pitfalls to avoid.

3.

To determine the θ - 2θ angles that will be covered by the frame use the following formulas:
2ϴcenter = θ1 + θ2
2ϴstart = θ1 + θ2 – 16.3º
2ϴend

= θ1 + θ2 + 16.3º

where, 2ϴcenter is the center of the frame (in θ - 2θ degrees)
2ϴstart is the beginning of the frame (in θ - 2θ degrees)
2ϴend is the end of the frame (in θ - 2θ degrees)

4.

It is best to use equal values for Theta1 and Theta2 and the following example will use them as much as possible.

5.

Now that you know what scan range you need, the above formulas can be used to determine the appropriate angles for the x-ray
tube (θ1) and detector (θ2) to generate your scan.

6.

For example, we want to run a scan from 14 degrees to 130 degrees. What scan angles will we need to generate that scan?
To calculate the lower angles, take the lower number and add 16.3 degrees. We get 30.3. If we round down to the next even
number we get 30 degrees. (I am rounding down the nearest even number to make things easy. You don’t have to round down OR
round down to the nearest even number if you see fit.) Therefore, our first frame must be collected at (see note 4 above)

θ1 = θ2 = 15º
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Running ϴ – 2ϴ Scan

7. To calculate the highest angles, take the higher number and subtract 16.3 degrees. When we do this we get 113.7 and rounding up
to the nearest even number we get 114 degrees. (Again you don’t have to do this if you don’t want to.) Therefore, our last frame
must be collected at

θ1 = 65º
θ2 = 55º
You will notice that θ1 and θ2 are not equal as they were for the first frame. This is due to the physical limits on the machine. The angle of the
detector (θ2) cannot go above 55 degrees, while the angle of the x-ray tube cannot go above 65 degrees. Therefore, to achieve 114 degrees in our
scan, θ1 cannot equal θ2. This is ok and there is nothing wrong with it.

8. Using the angles above we can determine how much of the scan we are going to collect with the two frames mentioned previously.
(Use formulas in #3)
For the first frame the scan will cover 13.7 to 46.3 degrees.
For the last frame the scan will cover 97.7 to 130.3 degrees.
9. We are still missing a BIG section of our x-ray scan from 46.3 degrees to 97.7 degrees. To fill in the gap, we will have to add two
more frames. That frame must be collected at

θ1 = θ2 = 30º &

θ1 = θ2 = 45º

• To make sure that we have covered our entire range, lets do the math on this middle frame to make sure it meets our needs. Remember that we
need to have some overlap in our frames so that we can put them all together.
• These frames will cover 46.3º to 97.7º. This will work! These frames will overlap the first and last frames by ~3.4 degrees, which should give us
enough overlap.
• Now we have all of the information we need to collect a full scan. Below is a table showing all three (3) frames that need to be collected.
Frame #
1
2
3
4

θ1

θ2

15
30
45
65

15
30
45
55
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8. First we will learn how to run a “MultiRun Scan”
a. Click “Collect”  “Scan”  “Edit Runs”
b. Enter the information in the appropriate columns. For example, the scan we would be interested in has been
entered below:
c. The following is an explanation of the column headings that
appear in the above menu:
I.

Run# and Frame #: The files that will be created in this scan will
use the “Run#” and “Frame#” in the filename. Therefore, one of
these numbers must be changed; otherwise one of your files
could be overwritten. Changing Run# can be useful for
changing locations on the same sample.
II. Theta1 and Theta2: From the calculations above, these
represent the angle of the X-ray source and detector,
respectively.
III. Phi: Represents a rotation around the Z-axis stated in degrees
(i.e. 180º is one-half turn around the Z-axis).
IV. Chi: Represents a rotation around the X-axis or Y-axis, where
Chi = 90º is parallel with the ground.
V. Axis: If running multiple frames, this would be the axis that is
being changed after/during each run.
VI. Width: The step or amount the axis is changed during/after
each X-ray run.
VII. #Frames: The total number of X-ray runs to be completed at a
designated set of angles.
VIII. Time: Collection time in seconds.
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d. Click “Collect”  “Scan”  “Multirun”
e. Enter the necessary information regarding your
sample. The Job Name will be the file name
generated. Users can select to run specific lines
from the Edit Runs menu, indicated by the Sequence
# of starting and ending runs. Additionally, sample
rotation and oscillation can be turned on here.
f. Once all frames have been collected it is time to
process the results (i.e. integrate frames into 2D
patterns).
d. Click “Peaks”  “Integrate”  “Chi”

**Note that the data displayed on the
screen above is automatically saved
to your project folder in the .gfrm
format, for a GADDS frame file**
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d.Continuation…

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Options window will appear. Ignore these values and hit OK.
Use 1,2,3 and 4 to adjust the size of the cone. Avoid dark areas on the ends, and make sure the cone
is expanded enough to ensure your ranges overlap.
When done hit “Enter” to integrate.
After integration the “Integrate Options” pop-up will appear. The File Name will be the name of the
file generated from this. The integration process has turned the .gfrm format file in to a .raw format.
Use Control + / to move between frames. Repeat the integration process until all frames have
been processed.
With the Append box checked all integrated ranges will be linked to one .raw file, and with the box
unchecked three separate .raw files will be generated.
EVA
Now go to EVA, for diffraction database searching and an alternative to integrate frame files.
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Processing Data in EVA
•

In an alternative to
manual integration, you
can open EVA and then
select “File”  “Import
From Files” and import
the .gfrm files from the Xray run.

•

The ranges collected will
be displayed in the
windows as seen here.
This example only
collected three frames.

•

Above the displayed
frames will be options for
integration. Below the
displayed frames the
individual ranges are
displayed and noted with
different colors.
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Processing Data in EVA
•

Select the “Full Frame Cursor”
to integrate the entire range at
once. To the right of this is the
“Wedge Cursor”, which is the
integration technique used in
the example above.

•

Once a cursor is selected,
select “Integrate Cursor” in the
tool menu to the left. This will
integrate and merge all
collected ranges in to one XRD
spectrum,

•

**Note that depending on the
EVA version, users may need
to manually merge ranges
together by highlighting
ranges to merge and selecting
the “Marge” tool**
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Processing Data in EVA

•
•
•

Manually integrated frames can be imported in to EVA as well.
Each will be assigned a unique color.
Be sure that peaks in each frame overlap. If they do not it will result in gaps in the XRD spectrum.
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Processing Data in EVA
•
•

This is a merged scan.
Now it can be exported
for analysis in another
program, or used in a
database search using
the Search/Match
function in EVA.
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Processing Data in EVA - Search/Match Function
a.

Select the “Chemical Filter” tool. This menu can be used to limit
the number of elements considered in any database searches.
Choices are color coded and used to refine return results.
i. Red – Element not present
ii. Blue – Element may be present
iii. Green – Element must be present
iv. Grey – Uncertain

b. Once elements have been selected, users can give their selection
a name and then select the “Share” option to add their selection
to the Global Settings. This will allow the selection to be recalled
at any time later on. Conversely, leaving the Chemical Filter tool
open will keep the selections active.
c.

Next select the “Database Filter” tool. Use the check boxes to
limit types of materials considered in any database searches. The
majority of materials will be found under the “Subfiles”, while
users can also designate specific parameters such as the number
of elements in a formula or material density.

d. After filter selection users can again add a rule to the Global
Settings.
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Processing Data in EVA - Search/Match Function
e.

Clicking the “Search/Match” tool will create a
pop-up box that should display the Global
Settings selected above. The Options tab allow
users the ability to define a narrow range of
acceptable 2theta values for peaks to fall within.

f.

Selecting “Match” will compare the users
pattern against those stored within the ICDD
database. The top result in the search will be
displayed on top of the users pattern.
Information about this result (Name, formula,
crystal system, etc.) will be displayed in the
menu beneath the users spectrum.

g. Selecting “DB View” on any entry in the results
list will expand the PDF card entry. Users can
take PDF card number to pull up that entry in the
ICDD database software.
h.

The spectrum can be exported using the
“Export” and the “Export BG Subtracted” tools.
Using these tools produces version 4 .raw files
which will need to be converted to V2 or V3 files
before we can convert them to a two column
text.
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Saving/Converting Files in EVA
•

In order to convert .raw format
files, users must use the Diffrac
Files Exchange program.

•

Find the file to be converted in the
source folder (i.e. your project
folder). On the target side, select
which version to convert to (V2/V3).

•

Navigate to the desired target file
location.

•

With the file selected on the Source
side, press F9 or Convert button.
The software will create a prompt
to override the file with a newer
version – select “Yes”.

•

This software can also be used to
copy, move, and merge .raw files
together.
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Saving/Converting Files in GADDS
From the desktop open Raw2Raw

SampleName.txt

CORRECT
FORMAT

Converted file name
SampleName.out
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Bruker XRD
• Contact Person:
»Robert Holler
»Ph: 205-310-2683
»Email: raholler@ua.edu
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